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Bragaw Pipeline
Replacement Project
near Anchorage’s
Chester Creek Trail

ENSTAR is in the process of replacing a portion of
our transmission pipeline system between Northern
Lights and Providence Drive, an area that neighbors
many popular recreational trails including the
Chester Creek Trail system. Here are some
frequently asked questions we've received in
connection with this project:
What are you doing and why? This project
replaces 3,000 feet of 12” high pressure pipeline
that was originally installed in the 1960s. The
Bragaw Pipeline is critical to natural gas delivery in
the Anchorage area. Replacing this segment of pipe
will improve the safety and reliability of ENSTAR's system.
Will the trails be closed? We don't anticipate trail closures in connection with this project.
Are you building a road? No. ENSTAR has cleared brush and trees along the pipeline right-of-way
to access the project, but once work is completed in the area, the right-of-way will be revegetated.
Will you replant the trees? ENSTAR won't replant the trees as their roots risk the safety of
buried pipe in the right-of-way. However, we pride ourselves on being good stewards of the land we
work around and always seek to leave our work area in as good or better condition than we found
it. ENSTAR frequently revegetates impacted areas and takes precautions to protect the land during
construction. Minimized impact to the wetlands in the area is one of the reasons we opted for winter
construction on this project.
When will the project finish? We anticipate the majority of the project will be done by early April
2018 with some final work completed in early June once the weather warms.
We recognize the importance of Anchorage’s trails and apologize in advance for any inconvenience
that this project may cause. We are working to coordinate with trail users and events along the trail
to help avoid any conflicts.

How to Identify an
ENSTAR Employee
Our employees can be easily
identified by their uniforms, which
include ENSTAR’s logo. They also
carry ID badges and generally
drive an ENSTAR vehicle. If an
ENSTAR employee is in your yard,
feel free to ask for ID or call
ENSTAR’s Engineering Services at
907-334-7740 (1-877-907-9767
outside of Anchorage)
to confirm his or her identity.

Hot
Water
Safety
Children’s sensitive skin burns easily. Help keep your kids safe by following these three rules:

1

Never put a child into
the tub while the water is
still running.
When filling the tub, put
your hand all the way
into the water. Spread
your fingers and move
your hand back and forth
the full length of the tub
to check for hot spots.

2

Always stay with a child
while they are in the tub.
Children can turn on the
hot water in a flash and
it only takes seconds to
burn or drown.

3

Water coming out of the
faucet should never be
hotter than 120 degrees.
If your water heater
is set too high, turn
it down or have your
plumber do it for you.

REMEMBER! The most painful burn is
one that could have been prevented.

